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Unemployment Insurance 
in Nebraska 
 
Nebraska’s UI program replaces 50% of a 
worker’s average weekly wage and has a 
weekly cap of one half of the state average 
weekly wage (currently $440), for up to 26 
weeks. Applicants must be legally able to 
work and meet certain job search and 
minimum earning requirements to qualify 
for benefits. Nebraska also has a work-
share program that helps employers avoid 
layoffs by putting workers on part-time 
schedules with partial unemployment 
benefits to make up for lost income.  
 
 

EDITOR’S NOTE: As our state and nation continue to confront the COVID-19 
pandemic, state fiscal and federal policies will play key roles in ensuring the 
physical and economic health of Nebraska and its residents. OpenSky Policy 
Institute staff will be continuously analyzing state and federal policies that impact 
Nebraskans during this national emergency. This analysis is part of that 
effort. You can access more of our pandemic-response policy analysis here. We 
also remind you that OpenSky staff are working remotely during the pandemic 
response. Remote contact information for staff members can be found here. 
 
As the COVID-19 virus and efforts to contain it disrupt the workplace through layoffs, 
quarantines, and other dramatic upheavals, unemployment insurance (UI) can provide 
some temporary stability for workers who have their hours reduced or find themselves 
between jobs.  
 
Program changes could help thousands of 
working families weather the COVID-19 crisis 
 
Unemployment claims in Nebraska have 
skyrocketed, up to 15,668 initial claims for the 
week ending on March 21, which is more than 
five and a half times the previous high since the 
start of the 2018 fiscal year.1 This mirrors 
national trends, as unemployment claims have 
risen by more than 3 million across the country. 
Even with moderate fiscal stimulus, early 
estimates suggest Nebraska could lose between 
85,0002 to 90,000 jobs by summer.3 Changes to 
the UI program at both the state and the federal 
level can preserve the economic well-being of 
many working families, especially those living 
paycheck to paycheck.  
 
Federal funds can help offset costs 
 
Last week, the federal government provided $1 billion in emergency funding for state 
unemployment agencies, with half of the money contingent on states taking emergency 
steps to expand UI access. Congress has subsequently passed a $2 trillion stimulus 

 
1 Lincoln Journal Star, “Unemployment Claims Surge in Nebraska,” accessed at 
https://journalstar.com/business/local/unemployment-claims-surge-in-nebraska/article_60277e3d-2c6e-52bn8-87ef-
febd7e797c33.html?mode=comments on March 26, 2020. 
2 The Century Foundation, “Key Provision in COVID-19 Stimulus Would Boost Unemployment Benefits by $115 Billion for 
11 Million+ Workers,” accessed at https://tcf.org/content/commentary/covid-stimulus-3-0-ui-reaction/ on March 25, 2020. 
3 Economic Policy Institute, “States are Projected to Lose More Jobs Due to the Coronavirus,” accessed at 
https://www.epi.org/blog/states-are-projected-to-lose-more-jobs-due-to-the-coronavirus-14-million-jobs-could-be-lost-by-
summer/ on March 25, 2020. 
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package that established Pandemic Unemployment Assistance (PUA) through the end 
of 2020 for those not traditionally eligible for unemployment benefits (such as self-
employed workers or independent contractors) unable to work as a direct result of the 
COVID-19 emergency, retroactive to January 27th. The package also provides an 
additional $600 per week of “Pandemic Employment Compensation” to recipients of UI 
or PUA for up to four months, 13 additional weeks of coverage for those who have 
exhausted their state benefits (26 weeks in Nebraska), and reimburses nonprofits, 
government agencies, and Indian tribes for half of their UI costs.4 An in-depth summary 
of the UI provisions included in the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security 
(CARES) Act can be found here. 
 
Nebraska has taken important steps to temporarily expand UI access 
 
In line with federal recommendations, Nebraska has issued an executive order changing 
requirements for UI claims filed between March 22 and May 2, with an understanding 
that the timeframe could be extended if needed. The order waives the one-week wait 
time to start collecting benefits, waives the requirement that recipients be looking for and 
willing to work and waives charges incurred by employers whose team members are 
filing claims related to COVID-19, as unemployment benefits are typically paid using 
contributions from employers.5 The order also directs the Commissioner of Labor to treat 
workers who are unpaid as a result of COVID-19 exposure or illness as being on a 
temporary layoff and attached to their employment, ensuring that they are able to qualify 
for UI.6  
 
Nebraska could implement long-term policy changes to increase UI benefits and 
raise the state’s low recipiency rate 
 
While the executive order immediately bolsters Nebraska’s UI system, the current crisis 
highlights the need for more comprehensive and permanent reform. At the end of last 
year, Nebraska had a UI recipiency rate of 10%, meaning that 90% of unemployed 
individuals in the state weren’t receiving any benefits. That rate is the second lowest in 
the country, ahead of only Mississippi.7 Thirty states had a recipiency rate of 25% or 
greater.  
 

 
4 CARES Act Section by Section (tax, unemployment insurance), Committee on Finance, accessed at 
https://www.finance.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/CARES%20Act%20Section-by-
Section%20(Tax,%20Unemployment%20Insurance).pdf on March 26, 2020. 
5 Omaha World-Herald, “Ricketts announces tighter restrictions on public gatherings, emergency steps to aid laid off 
workers,” accessed at https://www.omaha.com/livewellnebraska/health/ricketts-announces-tighter-restrictions-on-public-
gatherings-emergency-steps-to/article_8d476311-a1be-52eb-9083-7759bb6f28af.html on March 16, 2020.  
6 Nebraska Executive Order 20-04, accessed at https://govdocs.nebraska.gov/docs/pilot/pubs/eofiles/20-04.pdf on March 
24, 2020. 
7 Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, “Some States Much Better Prepared than Others for Recession,” accessed at 
https://www.cbpp.org/research/state-budget-and-tax/some-states-much-better-prepared-than-others-for-recession on 
March 20, 2020.  
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Nebraska could look at permanently loosening restrictions to UI, including lowering 
weekly job search requirements. The current requirements begin at five job contacts and 
one application for suitable work per week and ramp up to five job contacts on at least 
four different days and two applications for suitable work per week,8 which can be 
particularly onerous for rural Nebraskans to meet and maintain. Additionally, to collect UI 
in Nebraska, a person must have earned at least $4,135 in the base period (the first four 
of the previous five quarters) including at least $1,850 in one quarter and at least $800 in 
a different quarter.9 This minimum earning requirement puts an additional burden on 
low-income workers; states that partially base their qualifications on hours worked 
generally have higher recipiency rates.10  
In addition to lowering barriers to UI access, Nebraska should consider raising the wage 
replacement rate and maximum weekly benefit to reinforce the state’s support of its 
workforce. Nebraska’s replacement rate of 50% means that a 40-hour/week, minimum-
wage worker (currently $9 per hour for non-tipped employees) would receive $180 per 
week in benefits; the equivalent of $9,360 per year. Because the current weekly cap of 
$440 equates to only $11 an hour, or $22,880 per year, the state should consider raising 
the maximum weekly benefit as well. 
 
To help weather the COVID-19 crisis, Nebraska could take further steps to ensure that 
those in need can access UI benefits. An executive order in North Carolina directs the 
state’s Department of Commerce to “identify other state laws, regulations, and policies 
that may inhibit the fair and timely distribution of unemployment benefits [and with 
Gubernatorial permission] may interpret flexibly, waive, or modify [them].”11 As a state 
with historically low UI coverage, Nebraska could benefit from a similar directive to 
identify and waive barriers to recipiency. It is also critical that UI benefits are not treated 
as income in determining eligibility for means-tested programs, such as Social Security 
Income (SSI) and the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), so that 
qualifying families can continue to receive benefits. Finally, Nebraska should consider 
extending UI benefits to its undocumented residents, who currently do not qualify for any 
benefits at the state or federal level yet face monumental financial challenges during this 
crisis. 
 
Conclusion 
 
While the average amount of benefit provided in Nebraska isn’t low compared to other 
states -- we ranked 18th at the end of 201912 -- these funds are often insufficient and are 

 
8 Nebraska Administrative Code Title 219, Chapter 4: “Claimants Ability / Work Search Requirements,” accessed at 
https://dol.nebraska.gov/webdocs/Regulations/219%20-%20Benefits/219-04.pdf on March 23, 2020. 
9 Nebraska Revised Statute 48-627.01 (a), accessed at https://nebraskalegislature.gov/laws/statutes.php?statute=48-627 
on March 26, 2020. 
10 New Jersey (recipiency rate of 55%), Oregon (39%), and Washington (31%) include hours of work in their qualifications. 
“Unemployment Insurance Policy Advocate’s Toolkit,” National Employment Law Project, accessed at 
https://s27147.pcdn.co/wp-content/uploads/1C-Maintaining-Fair-Weekly-Benefits-Amounts.pdf on March 23, 2020. 
11 State of North Carolina, Executive Order No. 118, accessed at https://files.nc.gov/governor/documents/files/EO118.pdf 
on March 25, 2020. 
12 Ibid 7.  
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only reaching a select group of people. Taking permanent steps to reinforce the state’s 
support for our workforce and help unemployed Nebraskans access much-needed 
benefits will strengthen the state and help Nebraska weather future economic 
downturns.  


